Abstract-It is an effective strategy for the multi-person pose tracking task in videos to employ prediction and pose matching in a frame-by-frame manner. For this type of approach, uncertainty-aware modeling is essential because precise prediction is impossible. However, previous studies have relied on only a single prediction without incorporating uncertainty, which can cause critical tracking errors if the prediction is unreliable. This paper proposes an extension to this approach with Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC). This naturally reformulates the tracking scheme to handle multiple predictions (or hypotheses) of poses, thereby mitigating the negative effect of prediction errors. An important component of SMC, i.e., a proposal distribution, is designed as a probabilistic neural pose predictor, which can propose diverse and plausible hypotheses by incorporating epistemic uncertainty and heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty. In addition, a recurrent architecture is introduced to our neural modeling to utilize time-sequence information of poses to manage difficult situations, such as the frequent disappearance and reappearances of poses. Compared to existing baselines, the proposed method achieves a state-of-the-art MOTA score on the PoseTrack2018 validation dataset by reducing approximately 50% of tracking errors from a state-of-the art baseline method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection and tracking are important tasks for various robotics applications, such as autonomous vehicle control [1] - [4] , visual SLAM [5] , [6] , and robotics manipulator control [7] . Multi-person pose estimation and tracking is a critical component in various applications, such as video surveillance and sports video analytics. In the past few years, pose estimation has progressed significantly [8] due to deep convolutional learning assisted by large-scale image corpora, such as COCO [9] and MPPI [10] . The PoseTrack dataset [11] is a video corpus for pose estimation and tracking that is annotated with multiple people in scenes and this dataset has encouraged the community to develop a diverse range of pose estimation and tracking models [12] - [17] .
Most of these pose tracking models employ a two-stage scheme, i.e., 1) poses are estimated using a deep convolutional neural network (CNN), and then 2) poses are tracked by employing greedy bipartite matching in a frame-by-frame manner. For example, Simple-Baseline [15] (the Pose Track Challenge ECCV'18 Winner) introduces matching utilizing flow-based pose similarity, which is defined as the object •'s and ' 's illustrate optical-flows obtained by a state-of-the-art optical-flow estimator PWC-Net [18] . In (b), ' 's and ovals with dashedlines respectively indicate the average and deviation (2σ) of 100 different particles predicted by inputting the same 100 inputs to the predictor.
keypoint similarity (OKS) [9] between a pose estimated from a current frame and a pose predicted from previous results using optical-flows. This optical-flow-based prediction can compensate the pose differences of the same person across multiple frames, which making the matching scores robust against fast movements of people and cameras. We believe that this type of prediction-based matching is general and strong approach, and can be applied to not only for pose tracking but also various multi-object tracking tasks. However, the matching process strongly relies on a single hypothesis, which could be critically vulnerable to prediction errors. The errors cause underestimation of the matching score between correct pairs, thereby resulting in mismatching. An optical-flow based prediction can give reasonable predictions, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 (a-1) ; however, this can also generate unreliable predictions especially when poses change quickly or there is insufficient texture information available around a given keypoint (see Figs. 1 (a-2)-(a-4) for examples). A possible solution to this is pursuing prediction accuracy; however, precise prediction appears impossible due to uncertainties [19] in human gait, imaging, pose estimation by deep CNN models, etc. Another concern is that opticalflows can be sensitive to the disappearance and reappearance of poses caused by occlusions. The baseline introduces multiple optical-flows of previous multi-frames to mitigate this issue; however, estimating accurate multi-frame opticalflows requires complicated processes [20] , [21] .
Motivated by this, we have designed an extenstion to this tracking strategy. Note that this paper primarily focuses on the pose tracking methodology and does not discuss about CNN modeling for pose estimation. In the tracking system we implemented, the CNN pose estimator from the Simple-Baseline is adopted without modification. Our primary contributions are summarized as follows.
• We propose a multi-person tracking method that exploits the newly-devised probabilistic neural pose predictor and the well-known Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC; or particle filter), the diagram of which is illustrated in Fig. 2 [16] (MOTA: 65.7). Our probabilistic neural pose predictor, as a principal component of SMC, probabilistically predicts the next poses considering two kinds of epistemic uncertainty (model uncertainty due to limited data) and heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty (inherent system stochasticity). This stochasticity of the predictor allows us to prepare diverse predictions (or hypotheses). To consider long context information, a recurrent neural modeling with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [23] is introduced to manage difficult situations, such as frequent occlusions. Figure 1 (b) illustrates how the predictor infers plausible pose distributions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review SMC and formulate a single pose tracking problem with SMC. In Sec. III, we summarize the concept and architecture of the pose predictor. Sec. IV proposes a tracking method that exploits this predictor. In Sec. V, the effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated in an evaluation using the PoseTrack2018 dataset.
II. SMC FOR SINGLE OBJECT TRACKING
This section briefly describes an SMC formulation for a single object tracking task. Fig. 3 shows the graphical model for this formulation, which takes a more general form subsuming common state-space models, such as Hidden Markov Models. This model comprises latent states z 1:T and observed states x 1:T . Latent state z t can be predicted by a transition model z t ∼ p(z t |z 1:t−1 , θ) parameterized with θ, the posterior p(θ|D) of which is inferred from given training dataset D = {(z 1:t−1 , z t )}. The joint distribution of this model takes the factorized form p(z 1:T ,
The objective of SMC is to approximately infer the posterior over the latent state sequence with a set of N particles as
where δ is the Dirac delta function. w(z
is the weight of a particle n, which can be recursively defined as
is a proposal distribution for importance sampling. Note that this proposal distribution must be defined carefully to propose plausible particles. A similar derivation of (2) can be found in the literature [24] .
In this formulation, particles are managed according to the following procedures. First, at time step T , new particles z
. Second, the particles are weighted by (2) , and then particles z resampled from a categorical distribution Cat as
After resampling, all weights w(z (n) 1:T ) are made uniform. In our case, x t and z (n) t correspond to the estimated and predicted poses of a single person, respectively. Managing multiple particles allows us to have multiple pose hypotheses. The likelihood (or confidence) of each hypothesis is evaluated by the second term in the nominator of (2). This term is referred to as a likelihood function, and we define this function with OKS between x T and z
We assume the proposal distribution takes the form
The second term on the right-hand side is defined as
which selects z T |z 1:T −1 ). The parameter α ∈ [0, 1] controls how we weight the prediction and observation. We found that α = 0.45 achieves the best performance on multi-person pose track formulation. In summary, (2) can be described as
In Sec. III, we discuss how we design predictor p θ (·) to propose plausible hypotheses, and, in Sec. IV, we extend this SMC scheme to multi-person pose tracking.
III. PROBABILISTIC NEURAL POSE PREDICTOR
We model predictor p θ (·) as a trainable neural network. Fig. 4 illustrates the architecture of this model, which we refer to as the probabilistic neural pose predictor. This predictor is designed to have probabilistic behaviors by incorporating epistemic uncertainty and heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty [19] , which allow us to propose multiple hypotheses satisfying both diversity and plausibility. In addition, to utilize the time-sequence input z 1:T −1 , we employ recurrent neural modeling by LSTM [23] with a stateless architecture. Here, the time length is constrained to L, thus z T −L:T −1 is input to the model.
A. Epistemic Uncertainty
Epistemic uncertainty accounts for uncertainty in the model parameters θ due to a lack of sufficient data D, i.e., p(θ|D), which is also referred to as model uncertainty. If nearly infinite data is available, this uncertainty should vanish. However, in a practical case where D is insufficient and/or a model has a deep (or overparameterized) architecture, this uncertainty remains and should be managed carefully. We exploit dropout as inference [25] to model this uncertainty, which approximates p(θ|D) as a Gaussian distribution q(θ). It has been proven that the variational inference problem, i.e., argmin q KL(q(θ)||p(θ|D)), is approximately equivalent to training networks with dropout, where KL(·||·) denotes Kullback-Leibler divergence. In our modeling, dropout is performed both in the training and test steps. Consequently, even if the same inputs are fed into the predictor during the test step, different models are sampled probabilistically from q(θ) and applied to each input, thereby proposing diverse hypotheses.
B. Heteroscedastic Aleatoric Uncertainty
Aleatoric uncertainty represents noise inherent in observations. In pose prediction, this uncertainty can originate from sudden changes of human gaits, fast camera panning and tilting, and pose estimation errors by deep CNN models. We model aleatoric uncertainty with heteroscedasticity. Specifically, our predictor is trained to estimate input-dependent Gaussian distributions and adaptively change the diversity (or variance) of particles according to different situations. For example, in cases in which people move very quickly, the predictor scatters particles in a wider area. In cases with slower movement, the predictor concentrates particles in a narrower area. This behavior helps us utilize the finite particles effectively.
In the training step, model parameter θ is optimized to minimize the log-likelihood loss defined as
where i is the index of an element in dataset D. µ i , σ i and µ * i respectively denote estimated mean, deviation and ground-truth for input i. The last term in (8) is an L2 regularization term originating from the Gaussian posterior p(θ). In the test step, a single point is sampled from the estimated Gaussian distribution.
IV. PROPOSED TRACKING METHOD Algorithm 1 gives the pseudocode for the proposed tracking method. We implemented this method using TensorFlow [26] , and all independent threads and for-loops except for the outermost loop ( 2) can be executed efficiently in parallel on GPUs. Our prototype implementation can simultaneously track 10 poses at about 30 fps on a single 
A. Notations and Internal Variables
The number of estimated poses from current frame t and their (tentative) index are denoted as C t and j, respectively. The tracking system manages at most F max filters to track multi-person poses, each of which has a unique track ID k and handles P particles. Particle n of filter k comprises an L-sized queue that stores previous poses z (k,n) t−L:t−1 . During the tracking process at t, only active filters are executed. The activation and deactivation of filters are controlled by lifetime counts l k which manages the appearance and disappearance of people. A set of active filters at t are denoted as K t (|K t | := F t ≤ F max ). Note that all of the filters are inactive when the algorithm just starts ( 1) . The experiments in Sec. V used P = 300, L = 10, and F max = 100.
B. Module Procedures
1) Pose Prediction: ( 3) F t × P sequences of poses z (k,n) t−L:t−1 are collected from the active filters and then ( 4) input to the predictor to output F t ×P predicted poses z (k,n) t . Note that these procedures are not executed in case where there are no active filters (e.g., t = 1).
2) Pose Estimation: ( 5) C t poses x (j) t are estimated by inputting a current RGB image to the deep CNN model of Simple-Baseline [15] . Here we used an opensource codebase 1 to realize the CNN model and completely followed the experimental settings described in the literature [15] to train the model.
3) Greedy Matching:
OKS are calculated from F t × P predicted poses z (k,n) t and C t estimated poses x (j) t . ( 7) The shape of this OKS tensor is transformed to C t × F t by taking the weight average along the n-axis to calculate a matching score matrix 2 . Then, ( 8) this matrix is input to the bipartite matching procedures. Formed pairs whose matching score is less than a given threshold (i.e., two poses are distant to each other) are removed to prevent inappropriate matching. Here, j k and k j denote the indices of counterparts of filter k and 1 https://github.com/mks0601/TF-SimpleHumanPose 2 We determine particle weights as followings: the weights of the top e% particles with higher OKS are set to 1; the remaining weights are set to 0. The eliteness ratio e is 15%. pose j, respectively. Note that these variables take negative values when no counterparts are assigned due to shortage and overage of the active filters, and the thresholding. (3) and (6), respectively. This process is not executed when j k < 0 because no information is available to update the confidences of the hypotheses. ( 22, 24) The lifetime count l k is incremented or decremented according the existence of filter k's counterpart. (25) (26) If k obtains zeros, a person tracked by filter k tracks is considered to have disappeared completely; thus, the filter is deactivated.
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Comparison to State-of-the-art Method
The main objective of this experiment was to demonstrate that the proposed method has advantages over the state-ofthe-art pose tracking method [12] - [17] .
Training and evaluation were conducted using the PoseTrack2018 dataset. The annotations include 17 body keypoint locations and unique track IDs for multiple persons in the videos. Training data D for were created from the training annotation data, and the probabilistic neural pose predictor (Fig. 4) was trained using the Adam optimizer [27] . Here, the learning rate was 10 −3 , and mini-batch size was 30.
We evaluated the performance of the proposed tracking method using the validation data and official evaluation tool 3 . Table II summarizes the MOTA scores obtained by the baseline and proposed method. The best result obtained by the proposed method was a 66.2 MOTA score. The proposed method outperformed both the winner of the ECCV18 PoseTrack Challenge [15] (MOTA: 65.4) and the recent stateof-the-art method [17] (MOTA: 65.7).
B. Ablation Study
This experiment was performed to clarify which component of the proposed method contributes to the overall improvement. Here, variants of our method were prepared: 1) both or either types of uncertainty were invalidated, and 2) the length of time-sequence L was varied. Note that we removed epistemic uncertainty modeling by deactivating dropout in the fully-connected layer of the predictor, and heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty was removed by fixing the value of σ.
As a principle metric, we focused on num switches (an intermediate variable used to calculate MOTA) rather than MOTA in this experiment. MOTA comprises of three variables: num switches as tracking error counts, and num misses and num false positives as pose estimation error counts (see the source code of the evaluation tool or [22] ). We can distinctly compare the tracking performances by inputting shared pose estimation results to different tracking models and focusing on num switches.
Specifically, we focused on the total num swithces of the most frequently appeared keypoint (i.e., nose).
We also included an evaluation of the Simple-Baseline method in this experiment to clearly demonstrate that the above state-of-the-art result was achieved by the proposed tracking approach rather than other factors (e.g., more accurate pose estimation). Since an evaluation of num switches was not conducted in a previous study [15] , we used our own implementation of the baseline method for this test.
The results of this ablation study are summarized in Table II , which demonstrates that involving both types of uncertainty contributes to performance improvement. Utilizing the time sequence input with LSTM is also effective. By referring to longer pose contexts (e.g., L = 10, 15), the predictor can infer more plausibile hypotheses, which results in overall performance improvement. However, parameter L should be determined carefully because it affects computational complexity (i.e., the memory size and computational time of sequential LSTM forwarding) and training stability. A comparison of results obtained by Simple-Baseline indicates that our best result achieves approximately 50% of the baseline's tracking errors. Fig. 5 shows some visualized results obtained by the baseline and proposed method.
VI. RELATED WORK
Recently, uncertainty-aware modeling has been receiving increasing attention in robotics studies, including reinforcement learning [28] , [29] , imitation learning [30] , [31] , motion and path planning [32] , [33] , and unfamiliar situation detection [34] . For example, Refs. [28] , [29] also incorporated the two types of uncertainty to forward dynamics modeling, thereby solving the major inherent problem of model-based reinforcement learning, i.e., the model-bias problem. Approaches that are similar to our method have been proposed in previous tracking and SMC studies, such as SMC based multi-object tracking [35] and the combination of SMC and neural networks [24] , [36] , [37] . However, to the best of our knowledge, the proposed method is the first to apply SMC to multi-person pose tracking using a probabilistic neural network that incorporates the two types of uncertainty, and the results provide a new state-of-the-art in the challenging and competitive benchmark task.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an SMC-based multiperson pose tracking method that utilizes a probabilistic neural pose predictor. By incorporating epistemic uncertainty and heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty, our pose predictor can propose diverse and plausible hypotheses for the next frame poses, thereby solving the fragility of the sole hypothesis approach of the state-of-the-art baseline [15] . In addition, recurrent neural modeling is introduced, which exploits long context information to make prediction robust against complex situations, such as cases with significant occlusions. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves a state-of-the art MOTA score of Other sophisticated uncertainty modeling could improve the proposed method's overall performance, such as employing α-divergence dropout [38] and neural network ensembles [28] for epistemic uncertainty modeling, as well as replacing the output Gaussian distribution with a Gaussian Mixture Model by introducing Mixture Density Networks [24] , [39] for aleatoric uncertainty modeling. In addition, inputting optical-flows to a neural predictor seems promising approach to utilize visual information, and the end-to-end supervised learning of SMC [36] , [37] is appealing to automatically design an effective likelihood function p(x T |z (n) 1:T , x 1:T −1 ), which could improve the validity of the matching score compared to existing hand-crafted metrics, e.g., OKS .
The uncertainty-and context-aware concept for SMC proposed in this paper is simple, general, and strong, and we exepct that this concept is applicable to a variety of SMC-based robotics tasks, such as SLAM. Other possible future work could include more challenging tracking tasks, such as 3D human pose tracking [40] and dense human pose tracking [41] .
